1 Journal Papers

NOTES: With asterisk (*) I indicate the publications for which I am one of the lead authors. With italics, I indicate the most significant papers.


2 Conference Papers (all peer reviewed)

NOTES: With asterisk (*) I indicate the publications for which I am one of the lead authors. With *italics*, I indicate the most significant papers.


• Ontological Integration of Information Extracted from Multiple Sources. A. Funk, D. Maynard, H. Saggion and K. Bontcheva. In the Multi-source Multilingual Information Extraction and Summarization (Mmies) workshop at Recent Advances in Natural Language Processing (RANLP07), Borovets, Bulgaria, September, 2007.


• MEAD - a platform for multidocument multilingual summarization. LREC 2004.


3 Books, Chapters, and Volumes

NOTES: With asterisk (*) I indicate the publications for which I am one of the lead authors. With italics, I indicate the most significant works.


• (*) First Workshop on Natural Language Processing for Improving Textual Accessibility - NLP4ITA, (LREC Workshop), Rello, L. & Saggion, H. (Eds.), 2012.


• (*) Second Workshop on Multisource, Multilingual Information Extraction and Summarization, (COLING Workshop), Sivaji Bandypadhyay and Thierry Poibeau and Horacio Saggion and Roman Yangarber (Eds.), 2008.


• (*) First Workshop on Multisource, Multilingual Information Extraction and Summarization (RANLP Workshop), Thierry Poibeau and Horacio Saggion (Eds.), 2007.

• (*) Crossing Barriers in Text Summarization Research, (RANLP Workshop), Horacio Saggion and Jean-Luc Minel (Eds.), 2005.
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